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ABSTRACT
A solubility model for Merocyanine-540 dye together with the interface’s electron transfer kinetics of MC-540/
TiO2 has been investigated (Merocyanine 540-based dye has been used effectively in dye-sensitized solar cells).
The highest absorption peaks were recorded at 489 nm and 493 nm in Water and Ethanol solvent, vs. the vacuum
phase which yielded 495 nm (associated with a modest electron injection-free energy value (Ginj) of −2.34 eV
for both Water and Ethanol solvents). The time-dependent density functional theory (TD-DFT) method
approach has been applied in this simulation. Additionally, the electronic structure and simulated UV-Vis spectra
of the dye in different solvents have been determined, and the alignment with the solar spectrum has been discussed to a certain extent. The energy level diagrams and electron density of the primary molecular orbitals are
shown, and the major issues that have an impact on our new interface’s performance are examined. It is concluded
that the proposed Solvation Model (SM) can improve the performance of Dye-Sensitized Solar Cells.
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1 Introduction
Since Grätzel et al. published the prototype of the dye-sensitized solar cell (DSSC) in 1991 [1,2], it has
sparked intense interest over the last decades due to the low cost and simple preparation process. In addition
to developing many dyes to maximize efﬁciency, many attempts have been made to boost the performance of
DSCs, such as replacing titania ﬁlm electrodes (TiO2) with other semiconductors [3], or adopting many less
negative mediators, such as cobalt [4], in addition to developing many dyes to maximize efﬁciency.
Generally, in DSC, some requirements should be satisﬁed, like broad optical absorption and avoiding
dye aggregation. EHOMO and ELUMO levels of the dye used must be compatible with the energy level of
the semiconductor edge and redox couples to allow effective light-harvesting efﬁciency (LHE) and reduce
the charge recombination (CR) at the semiconductor-electrolyte interface [5]. To provide adequate driving
force at least 0.2 eV for electron injection with the sensitizer’s LUMO must be higher (more negative)
than TiO2’s conduction-band edge (CBE) (−0.5 V vs. NHE) [5]. For successful dye regeneration, the dye
HOMO ought to be more positive at least 0.15 eV than the redox energy level [6]. For the dye to bond
This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License, which
permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original
work is properly cited.
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with the semiconductor surface, it must have suitable anchoring groups, such as carboxylates or
phosphonates [7]. This is needed to make the shift of the electrons of the excited dye to the semiconductor.
Various sensitizers have already been investigated for n-type DSSC devices, as well as metal-free
organic dyes, metal complexes, phthalocyanines, porphyrins, etc. [8]. N3 and N719 dyes are amongst the
best sensitizers employed in n-DSCs and are commonly utilized as reference dyes [9]. These include
various dyes based on metal complexes, the N719 dye has a high performance [8]. Ru(II)-polypyridyl
complexes have been stated to have an n-value of 12% or more [4]. There are several options for
improving production, as well as a sustainable and affordable renewable energy source.
Numerous papers have shown that the DFT methods can be used to analyze the electronic and optical
properties of DSCs devices, which are widely employed, such as Gaussian09, Quantum Espresso [10], ADF
[11], and Material Studio software (Dmol3 code) [12]. In this paper, we investigate the effect of the solvation
model on both injection electron and dye regeneration rates, using Material Studio software in the ﬁrst
principal computational analysis. GGA functional is used to measure the electronic and optical properties
after dye optimization.
2 Computational Details
The calculations were done using the DFT method [13–16], with a three-dimensional periodic crystal
and the optimization step in Dmol3 code. The GGA functional is known to be effective in reliably
predicting structural transition pressures [17]. It operates in more complex structures, whereas in
Dmol3 code, including the solvation model with no symmetry constraints. Materials Studio was created
to reduce error in completely converged all-electron DFT calculations. Whereas, using quantum
chemistry’s basis sets and integral methods, simulation helps one to gain insight. Where the geometry
optimization of the ground state of Mc-540 dye was performed in Water and Ethanol solvents and also in
the Vacuum phase, in Dmol3 code which is including GGA functional [16,17], and DNP basis set was
employed in geometry optimization [18]. The doubled numerical basis set (DNP, including polarization dfunction) is chosen as the basis set, which is equivalent to the Gaussian 6–31G (d, p) basis set and has a
higher accuracy set [19]. The simulation was carried out in Materials Studio 2016 (MS) software [20].
The Electronic and Optical properties of Mc-540 dye were performed out in the same functional and
basis set (GGA-DNP) is presented in Table 1.
Table 1: Other input parameters
Parameters calculation Functional Basis set Task energy

Energy

Max force
−6

Max displacement

−4

Geometry optimization GGA

DNP

Customized quality 1.0 × 10 Ha 4.0 × 10 Ha/Å 5.0 × 10−4 Å

Electronic properties

GGA

DNP

Customized quality /

/

/

Optical properties

GGA

PBE

Customized quality /

/

/

3 Results and Discussion
3.1 Structure of Merocyanine-540 Dye
Merocyanines are a kind of polymethine dyes [21–23] with well-deﬁned structural characteristics.
Merycyanines are part of a class of dyes known as functional dyes [24], which have uses that are dictated not
just by their color but also by their useful chemical characteristics. Typically, these dyes are brightly colored
and have high extinction coefﬁcients. Merocyanine-540 dye was used in many applications, for example, it
was used in biological membranes applications [25], and live cells [26]. Its structure is shown in Fig. 1.
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Figure 1: The molecular structure of the merocyanine-540 dye
3.2 Alignment of Energy Levels and Electron Transfer
To study the feasibility of charge injection into the semiconductor and dye regeneration, we used DFT
simulations to determine the energy level alignment of the dye with the substrate and the electrolyte by
calculating the energies of the dye’s ground and excited states and the energy of the conduction band
edge (CBE) for non-interacting TiO2 electrode, as well as the redox level of the (I =I
3 Þ electrolyte (see
Section 4.3 below). The singlet-to-singlet transitions between the deprotonated MC-540 dye in different
solvents are shown by the transition arrow. Fig. 2 shows the values on the axes vs. the vacuum.

Figure 2: The schematic energy diagram of the merocyanine-540 dye in water, ethanol solvents, vs. the
vacuum phase, together with the non-interacting TiO2 semiconductor and redox mediator (I =I
3Þ
The energy levels vary and can adsorb to the TiO2 surface. Where, the LUMO’s levels in the three cases
are higher than the TiO2 CBE, allowing for easier electron injection into the semiconductor. Moreover, the
HOMO level energies are changed in each solvent, which needs more experimental research on our new
interface of MC-540@TiO2 DSCs.
3.3 Electronic Properties of Merocyanine-540 Dye
Generally, the suitable Donor and Acceptor groups are improving the DSSC LHE value. The powerful
Donor group exhibits a higher HOMO energy level (EHOMO), while the strong group Acceptor exhibits a
lower LUMO energy level (ELUMO). We calculated the boundary molecular orbitals, which represent the
difference energy between HOMO and LUMO of Mc-540 dye, as shown in Table 2 below. Where the energy
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gap values for Water and Ethanol are 0.5175 and 0.4779 eV, respectively, vs. 0.4350 eV for the vacuum phase.
Notably, the value of Eg in the Ethanol solvent is narrower than in the Water solvent is due to the increased
transfer of charge from the Donor unit to the Acceptor unit in the Ethanol compared to the Water.
Table 2: Electronic properties for merocyanine-540 dye are calculated using the GGA-DNP function in
water, ethanol solvent, and vacuum phase
Solvents

Optimized Geometry

HOMO eV

LUMO eV

H-L eV
0.5175

-4.1941

-3.6765

-4.1749

-3.6969

0.4779

-4.1518

-3.7168

0.4350

Water

Ethanol

Vacuum

We offered the densities of state (DOS) of MC-540 dye in different solvents by using the GGA
functional and plotted in Fig. 3 above, which is changed in several phases, which indicates that the effect
of the solvation model on Dye-Sensitized Solar Cell (DSC). The energies of LUMO and HOMO changed
slightly in three phases, which resulted in a noticeable change in electron injection efﬁciency.
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Figure 3: The densities of state (DOS) of merocyanine-540 dye in water, ethanol solvent, and vacuum phase
Different solvents exhibit different energy levels of HOMO and LUMO. This means that the relationship
between the acceptor and donor is affected by the energy levels, which consequently change the driving
force. Where resulted in modest injection rates of −2.3408, −2.3400, and −2.3531 eV, respectively for the
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Water, Ethanol, and Vacuum phase. Electronic transitions have been calculated for all the studied solvents to
better understand their excited states (as rigorously described in the next section). Our simulation shows that
the electronic properties can be controlled through the solvation model, this is also demonstrated by changing
the red-shift range of the optical properties of the MC-540 dye as presented in Fig. 4 below. As a result, the
choice of the appropriate solvent is attributed to improving the microscopic properties (ΔGinj), (ΔGreg). In
addition, the electronic transition, HOMO to LUMO, in the visible domain is the most intense and is
closely related to the ICT from donor units to acceptors anchoring groups across a conjugated bridge, this
transition corresponds to HOMO to LUMO excitation, with the HOMO being mostly located near to the
anchoring group (SO3 group) that possesses a donor character, whereas the LUMO is almost entirely
found on the more accepting moiety for all the solvents.
3.4 Absorption Spectrum
Time-dependent density functional theory (TD-DFT) calculations are still one of the most common methods
for evaluating the absorption properties of dye molecules due to their accuracy and low computational cost. It is
undeniable that careful selection of the exchange/correlation (XC) function is important for accurately describing
the absorption spectrum of MC-540 dye used in DSCs with non-negligible charge transfer (CT) properties [27].
Unfortunately, the TD-DFT method is not used to calculate the UV-Vis absorption spectra because it is not
supported by the B3LYP XC in the Demol3 code Fig. 4.
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Figure 4: The UV/Vis absorption spectra of merocyanine-540 dye in the water, ethanol solvent, and vacuum
phase using GGA-PBE XC functional
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The ability of a sensitizer to cover the visible region 400 to 800 nm and its proximity to the infrared
region (IR) is a very important feature. Fortunately, the main absorption peaks, for MC-540 dye, are in
the visible area, which is from (400 to 575 nm). The absorption peaks match the π-π* intra-molecular
transitions, this suits an effective charge separation. As far as we know, MC-540 dye was not reported as
a photosensitizer in DSCs before. From the literature, the MC-540 dye was employed on a Sensor
System (SS) [28] and tested for Hybrid Solar Cell (HSC) applications, in which it aggregated on the ZnS
and CdS surfaces [29]. Where in this work they found an absorption maximum at 565 nm.
Calculations show that MC-540 dye would be a good photosensitizer in DSCs. Where the present
simulation shows that the MC-540 dye has a peak at 489 nm corresponding to an oscillator strength (f) of
1.188399 in Water solvent, and (493 nm, 1.402295) in the Ethanol solvent, Table 3. Our results indicate
that the Ethanol solvent expands the light absorption range compared to the Water solvent. Therefore, it
is expected that the performance of the soluble dye in Ethanol will outperform the Water-soluble dye.
The photo-physical properties rely on the (D-π-A) design, where the MC-540 dye has been changed in
different solvents. The reason for poor DSSC performance is electrical and optical loss. Therefore, as
Snaith suggested, reducing light loss can improve performance. In particular, the optical loss and large
potential loss due to the conversion of absorbed photons into the optical bandgap of the dye and the VOC
generated across the solar cell are emphasized. The potential loss of DSSC with current state-of-the-art
technology (0.75 eV) and value absorption of λ at 840 nm, so a maximum PCE of 13.4% could be
obtained [30]. This can be applied to MC-540 dye here by the solvation model, where the appropriate
solvent would lead to enhancing the optical and physical properties. Additionally, the molecular
modiﬁcations at the level of the dye also would raise the light-harvesting efﬁciency (LHE) and thus
reduce the losses, which we have mentioned above. Finally, we improved the properties optical of the
sensitizer that affected the driving force of electron transmission. This is evidenced by the calculated
electrochemical properties in the next section, as a result of this simulation, the solvation model will
affect the overall performance of the DSCs based on MC-540 dye.
Table 3: Optical properties of MC-540 dye calculated by using GGA-PBE, in water and ethanol solvent, vs.
vacuum phase, compared with experimental data, Hybrid Solar Cell (HSC) [29], Sensor System (SS) [28]
Optical properties

Solvent

Computational results Unit
Water
Ethanol
Vacuum

Absorption λ (DSC)
nm
489
493
495

eV
2.535
2.515
2.505

Absorption λ1 (HSC)
nm
565
565
/

Absorption λ2 (SS)

nm
nm
563 (Mc-540/ZnS) 560
560 (Mc-540/CdS) /
/
/

4 Electronic Parameters Inﬂuencing PCE
4.1 The Short Circuit Photocurrent Density (JSC) and the Light-Harvesting Efﬁciency (LHE)
As shown in Eq. (1), the short-circuit photocurrent density (Jsc) consists of various parameters. Where
the Jsc has an essential association with LHE and the Oscillator Strength (f) at λmax which has a major impact
on the absorption spectra and thus also affects the photon current Efﬁciency (PCE), LHE is calculated using
Eq. (2) [27]. A high value for Фinj might enhance the Jsc (See Eq. (1)) which is neatly related to the driving
force of the electron injection from the photo-induced excited states of the dye to the TiO2 electrode. The
following is the order of MC-540 dye based on LHE matching: LHE (Ethanol) > LHE (Water) > LHE
(Vacuum), As illustrated in Fig. 5b.
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Z0
Jsc ¼

LHEðkÞinj gcollect dk

(1)

k

LHE ¼ 1  10f

(2)

The LHEs values of Mc-540 dye in the Water, Ethanol solvent and Vacuum phase are 0.9351, 0.9603,
and 0.8487, respectively. Where in the Ethanol solvent the LHE is larger than Water, due to the largest
oscillator strength (f) in Ethanol. Moreover, the electron injection rate can be improved based on
optimizing the LHE. Where the LHE photocurrent response correlates with a high LHE (λ). So it should
come as no surprise that LHE is a suitable standard for enhancing DSCs devices through appropriate
solutions to ensure the highest harvesting efﬁciency (LHE). Additionally, it ensures the highest dye
loading on the semiconductor surface through the expected strong adsorption on the electrode surface.
Where Fig. 5a shows the measured (LHE) vs. absorption wavelengths (λ) for MC-540 dye in different
solvents. Dye molecules MC-540 in all cases have strong light harvesting potential in the visible
spectrum, with LHE (λ) values close to 100%, whereas MC-540 in the Ethanol solution has a broader
coverage compared to the Water solution. This indicates that elongating the conjugated bridges of the dye
molecules inevitably lead to a decrease in H-L, expanding the absorption band, and enhancing lightharvesting abilities.
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Figure 5: The light harvesting efﬁciency (LHE) spectra of the Mc-540 dye in the water, ethanol solvent, and
vacuum phase
4.2 The Open Circuit Potential
According to the relationship between VOC and ELUMO of the dye, we can express the Voc of the Mc540/TiO2 interface in different solvents. Where the ELUMO is the LUMO of the dye. While the ECB is the
conduction-band edge of the TiO2 electrode, the Voc can be expressed by Eq. (3) [31–33]. Our study
indicates that the values of Voc of the dye in various solutions calculated using Eq. (3), the values took
range from 0.5531 to 0.5934 eV (Table 4). The Water increased the stress in the open circuit by
0.5934 eV which is more than the Ethanol and the Vacuum phase of 0.5730 and 0.5531 eV, respectively.
VOC ¼ ELUMO  ECB

(3)
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Table 4: Approximated electrochemical parameters of the Mc-540 dye in the water and ethanol solvents, vs.
the vacuum phase
Parameters calculation

Solvent

Eox
Dye

Eox
Dye

ΔGinj

ΔGreg

LHE

Voc

Computational results

Unit
Water
Ethanol
Vacuum

eV
−4.1941
−4.1750
−4.1519

eV
−1.6591
−1.6591
−1.6469

eV
−2.3408
−2.3400
−2.3531

eV
0.4058
0.4250
0.4481

/
0.9351
0.9604
0.8487

eV
0.5934
0.5730
0.5531

4.3 Quantum Chemical Calculations
ox
The ground state oxidation potential Eox
Dye and the excited state oxidation potential EDye of the sensitizer are
important parameters to determine the Electrochemical Properties for DSC such as the driving force of electron
injection (ΔGinj) and dye regeneration (ΔGreg). They were illustrated and measured in Table 4 and Fig. 6. The Eox
Dye
is regarded as the HOMO energy of the sensitizer, according to Koopmans’s theorem, the Eox
Dye , the formulas in
the following Eqs. (4)–(6) [27,34,35] are used to compute ΔGinj, and ΔGreg, respectively.
ox
CBE
 ETiO2

DGinj ¼ ½EDye

(4)

ox
DGreg ¼ ½EIox =I   EDye


(5)

ox
ox
EDye
¼ ½EDye
 kICT
max 

(6)

3

where kICT
max is the maximum absorption energy of the dye and ECB is the reduction potential of the conduction band
ox
of semiconductor TiO2 (−4.0) eV [27], and the redox potential Eox
I=I3 is taken as −4.6 eV [27] and the EDye can be
ox
estimated by the difference energy between the oxidation potential energy of the dye EDye and the maximum
absorption energy lICT
max. The negative ΔGinj refers to the electron injection as a spontaneous process [36,37].
The sequence of dye regeneration for various solvents is as follows: MC-540 (Vacuum) > MC-540 (Water) >
MC-540 (Ethanol), Table 4, as a result, the dye regeneration in all the solvents is not enough. Where the dye
regeneration process (ΔGreg) is difﬁcult due to the dye’s molecular level (EHOMO) is not aligned with the
energy level of the electrolyte pairs (I =I
3 ). However, we expect a high recombination reaction in which
resulting from the convergence of the semiconductor conduction band edge TiO2, and the LUMO energy level
of the dye may lead to reduced overall performance in DSCs based on an MC-540/TiO2 interface.
-2.338

'Ginj

-2.340
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'G inj (eV)
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-2.346
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-2.352
-2.354
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MC-540 in Vacuum
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Figure 6: The free energy values of the electron injection at the MC-540/TiO2 interface in the water, ethanol
solvent, and vacuum phase
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A more negative value would provide a larger driving force [35]. The Quantum chemical calculations
indicate that the dye regeneration process (ΔGreg) allows us to observe a slight deviation, where the Mc540 dye regeneration values are different, and the electron injection process (ΔGinj) is convergent in all
solvents, which has a value of −2.34 eV in both solvents as seen in Fig. 6.
The LHE in Ethanol solvent yielded a value of 0.9604 compared to Water which gave a value of
0.9351 vs. the Vacuum phase 0.8487 due to enhancement in the electronic properties. Meanwhile, the
Water solvent increases the open circuit VOC of 0.5934 eV compared to the Ethanol solvent which has
recorded a value of 0.5730 eV due to the viscosity which is changed in each solvent [38].
5 Conclusion
Finally, we have presented a new interface based on Merocyanine-540 dye as a photo-sensitizer for DyeSensitized Solar Cells applications. Using the ﬁrst computational analysis of the MC-540 dye in the Water,
Ethanol solvent, and Vacuum phase. The calculations were carried out using the DFT method. Where, the
GGA functional was used for electronic and optical properties, and the DNP (including polarization dfunction) basis set was chosen because it is equivalent to the Gaussian09 6-31G (d, p) basis set and has
high precision compared to other basis sets for the electronic properties. While the PBE basis Set was
employed for optic properties. Additionally, we determined the Electrochemical properties by simulation,
instead of the costlier cyclic voltammetry. Our simulation indicates that the Mc-540 dye’s band gap
energies changed in several phases, which proves the solvation model’s effect on Dye-Sensitized Solar
Cells (DSSCs). In three phases, the LUMOs and HOMOs energies of the dye have changed slightly,
which affected the electron injection and dye regeneration efﬁciency. In both solvents, the electron
injection rate was equal to −2.34 eV. The water solvent reduced the interface barrier by reducing the HOMO
level to become more negative as the free energy of dye regeneration (ΔGreg) decreased from 0.4250 to
0.40582 eV, vs. the Vacuum phase, which has a rate of 0.4481 eV. Our simulation shows that DSC with
various solutions can be improved the Light-Harvesting Efﬁciency (LHE). Where the light harvest was
superior in the Ethanol solution than the Water solution. This indicates that it is possible to invest in the
Mc-540 dye, but with conditions. However, it suffers from the problem of dye regeneration and fast
recombination reaction between the LUMO of the dye and the conduction band edge (CBE) of the TiO2
semiconductor. Where the dye regeneration mechanism (ΔGreg) is complicated because the dye’s molecular
level (EHOMO) is not matched with the energy level of the electrolyte pairs (I =I
3 ), which may limit the
overall performance of the device. This problem can be solved by using a more negative electrolyte than
(I =I
3 ), such as cobalt. All calculations were performed using BIOVIA’s Materials Studio 2016 (MS) software.
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